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With sound legal advice and unparalleled expertise at your side from day one, we 
will create the architecture of a truly viable structure for a reinvented water and 
sewer system based upon your “non-negotiables”, your vision for the City’s water 
assets, and an end to the status quo. 

We will help you lead an RFQ/RFP process to ask the world’s leading public and 
private innovators to fill in the framework and bring solutions to Pittsburgh that 
offer meaningful results, a high likelihood of success, reasonable implementation 
costs, lower risk, and the ability to achieve a comprehensive result quickly. 
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Examples: Pittsburgh water stays public, employees stay union, rates stay affordable, 
long term costs are reduced and quality is improved, lead pipes are remediated, a 20-
year capital plan is established and paid for, transparency is maintained from start to 
finish, the costly impact to PWSA of the ALCOSAN Consent Decree is met affordably, 
and every Pittsburgher knows that clean, safe, and sustainable water is a certainty. 



Understanding is driven through transparency. We will provide the City 
and the public with FAQs, literature, videos, interactive graphics, 
dedicated websites, and run engagement meetings to keep stakeholders 
and the public informed and included every step of the way.  

Understanding and transparency ensure that stakeholders and the public 
feel they have a seat at the table. We believe PWSA’s reinvention only 
crosses the finish line when stakeholders and the public understand that 
their needs have been met and that they have been part of and “own” the 
solution.  
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Our most important assignment is educating stakeholders and the public about the 
why, what, and how of the PWSA’s reinvention. We will help City staff and the 
Committee become true ambassadors for this reinvention. Having done dozens of 
similarly intricate projects around the United States and in Pennsylvania, our “in 
the trenches” experience  means we know how to clearly explain the complex.  



WISCONSIN 
(public-private 

partnership) 
 

DETROIT  
(public-private 

partnership) 
 

CHICAGO (sale 
to public 

pension fund) 
 

GARY  
(public ownership, 
private operator) 

INDIANAPOLIS 
(conveyance to 

non-profit) 

LOUISVILLE 
(public water 

and wastewater 
consolidation) 

OHIO STATE 
UNIVERSITY (public-

private lease 
concession) 

PITTSBURGH  
(various) 

HARRISBURG 
(public-private 

lease concession) 

SCRANTON  
(sale to regulated utility; lease 

concession with non-profit) 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
(public-private 

financing) 

EAST ORANGE  
(public ownership, 
private operator) 

NEWARK  
(new public 
authority) 

PHILADELPHIA  
(sale to private 

company) 

ATLANTIC CITY  
(public authority to 

City-run) 
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Based on our unparalleled experience, we will give you 

a menu of sound choices to help improve, protect, and 

grow one of Pittsburgh’s most critical public assets. 
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